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Rubric Category - Instructional Technology

Each subcategory has 3 levels of proficiency: Introductory, Intermediate, and Proficient. 
 

Click on the icon ( ) to display the CTC Technology Standards and/or the ISTE NETS 
Standards addressed by this rubric.  

Sub-Category: Analyzes Best Practices

Introductory
- Locates learning, teaching and communication resources related to implementation 
in the classroom

Intermediate - Is able to locate and adapt lessons based upon best practices and research findings

Proficient
- Analyzes best practices and research findings on the use of technology and designs 
lessons accordingly

Sub-Category: Selection of Appropriate Technology Resources

Introductory
- Identify established criteria used to evaluate digital media 
- Is provided with examples of lesson plans that integrate technology  
- Identifies process used to match technology with content

Intermediate
- Practices evaluating educational digital media using established criteria 
- Practices including appropriate technological resources in classroom lesson plans

Proficient
- Evaluates educational digital media using established criteria 
- Includes appropriate technological resources in classroom lesson plans

Sub-Category: Matching Student Learning Styles to Appropriate Resources

Introductory
- Is aware of learning style inventories for students 
- Examines a variety of technology resources for their applicability to learning styles

Intermediate
- Selects and uses activities to identify student learning styles  
- Uses a variety of technology resources in lesson plans to meet student learning 
styles

Proficient
- Integrates appropriate technology resources and adapts lessons and classroom 
practice according to learning style inventory results

Sub-Category:
Effective Learning Environments Using Computer-Based 
Technology

Introductory
- Describes various models of technology use that enhances learning and increases 
efficiency and productivity

Intermediate
- Uses teacher productivity tools for classroom management (e.g. home-school 
communication, student records and grades) 
- Lesson plans reflect a management system for computer based activities

Proficient

- Effectively uses technology for whole class, small group and individual instruction 
- Classroom activities allow all students to build upon their technology skills and 
increase learning 
- Implements management procedures that support assessment of student 



 
 
 

 
 
 

involvement and achievement

Sub-Category: Privacy, Security, and Safety Issues

Introductory
- Explains the need for and use of copyright policy, protection of student privacy, 
security and safety

Intermediate
- Implements established policies for safe, private and secure practices in personal 
work 
- Personally implements established policies surrounding copyright and plagiarism

Proficient
- Implements established policies for safe, private and secure practices in classroom 
- Implements policies surrounding copyright and plagiarism in classroom
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